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ARIZONA AUTISM CHARTER SCHOOL 

www.azcharters.org/charters-changing-lives 

Like any proud father, Michael Galola speaks glowingly 

when the conversation involves his two sons. Jericho, 6, 

and Michael Jr., 8, are both Cub Scouts who love the 

outdoors, whether it's hiking, biking, visiting the beach or 

playing in the snow. They are also taking swim lessons and 

growing to become avid swimmers. Their father is excited 

for the boys’ future, specifically the education, social and 

career opportunities that await them. Galola’s current 

optimism sits  in stark contrast to the uncertainty he faced about four years ago when the boys were both 

diagnosed with autism. Learn how a Phoenix charter school changed the lives of Michael 

and his two sons, replacing their doubt with hope. 



• ON OUR WEBSITE - share your story via our website, 

www.azcharters.org/charters-changing-lives 

• ON SOCIAL MEDIA - Use #ChartersChangingLives on 

twitter and mention @AZCharterSchool in your post! 

• STAY CONNECTED - Sign up for our monthly e-

newsletter (email megan@azcharters.org) 
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AND ITS IMPACT ON ARIZONA CHARTER SCHOOLS 
EVERY STUDENT SUCCEEDS ACT  



ESSA TRAINING 

The Association held an ESSA training for members on the new federal education 

requirements in March and covered key provisions including: 

• Standards 

• Assessments 

• Accountability 

• Charter School Program 

• Title II 

• Impact on Arizona’s Charters 

 

 

 

 

WWW.AZCHARTERS.ORG/ESSA 



STANDARDS 

Questions that need to be answered: 

 

• Is Arizona going to further revise the existing standards? 

• If so, how will the state show alignment with postsecondary readiness? 

 

 

 

 

 



ASSESSMENTS 

Questions that need to be answered: 

 

• How will Arizona set up the menu of assessments? 

• How will ED handle menu of assessments for elementary and middle 

schools, and how will Arizona respond to any potential roadblocks?  

• How will you ensure the right safeguards are in place so these 

assessments are rigorous and truly comparable to statewide tests?  

• At both the state and LEA levels, how will can you be sure funding is 

used effectively when conducting assessment audits? 

 

 

 

 

 



ACCOUNTABILITY 
Questions that need to be answered: 

• What are aggressive but achievable goals? 

• Beyond tests and grad rates, what indicators will add to the picture of school 

performance as opposed to masking outcomes? 

• How will Arizona adjust A-F to include new indicators and reflect the 

performance of all groups of students? 

• What is a rigorous definition of “consistently underperforming” for groups, 

especially on the indicators for which there aren’t clear goals? 

• What are appropriate supports and interventions for the lowest performers? 

Schools with underperforming groups? 

• What are the right timelines for these support and interventions?  They need 

time to take hold, but we can’t let students languish.  

 

 

 

 

 



What is the responsibility of charter holders? 

“Accountability 

provisions under 

this Act shall be 

overseen for charter 

schools in 

accordance with 

State charter school 

law.” 

ACCOUNTABILITY 

• Do responsibilities for school 

improvement fall to authorizer?  

Charter holder? 



CHARTER SCHOOL PROGRAM 

Questions that need to be answered: 

 

• Will an entity besides ADE apply for a CSP grant after this cycle? 

• What steps can be taken to improve Arizona’s chance of winning the grant 

again? 

 Equitable financing 

 Better assistance in accessing facilities 

 More widely leveraging charters as a school improvement strategy 

 

 



TITLE II 

• Will Arizona use its teacher evaluation system to define 

effective?  

• Will Arizona change its evaluation system? 

• How will Arizona put its teacher equity plan into action in 

addressing inequitable distribution of teachers? 

 

 

What decision will need to be made at the state and local levels? 



IMPACT ON ARIZONA’S CHARTERS 

• More requirements for consultation with charter leaders – how 

will you ensure this consultation is meaningful? 

• What are charter holders responsibilities as a LEA vs. the 

responsibilities of authorizers? 

• What role will charters play in building a new accountability 

system?  What are your priorities? 

 

 

Key Questions 
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Charter School Feedback 

The Association will work with members to ensure 

charter schools have a voice during implementation. 
• Webinars 

• Webpage 

• Feedback Form 

 

NEXT STEPS 
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QUESTIONS? 


